






DEGREE 2006.

Fourth Semester

Computer Science and Engineering

COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE

(Common to Information Technology and B.E. (Part-Time) Third Semester

Computer Science and Engineering)

(Regulation- 2004)

Time : Three hours Maximum : 100 marks

Answer ALL questions.

PARTA (10 x 2 = 20 marks)

1. Give an example each of zero-address, one-address, two-address, and

address instructions.

2. Which data structures can be best supported using (a) indirect addressing

mode indexed addressing mode?

3. is the purpose of guard bits used in floating point operations?

4. Give the booth's bit.-pair of the number

1000111101000101.

5. is the Wait-For-Memory-Function-Completed step needed when reading

or writing to the main

6. How do control like branch, cause problems in a pipelined

processor?

7. is the function of a look-aside-buffer)?

eight-way of a total of 256 blocks.

memory, contains blocks. each consisting of 128 words.

bits are there in the main address?

in SET and fields?

does



PART B = SO

Explain in detail the different of t in ,

a processor.

Registers and of a computer contain the decimal values 1200 and

2400 respectively. What i s the effective address of the memory operand

in each of the following instructions?

Load R5

Move R5

Sub R5

12. (a) Explain in detail the principle of carry-look-ahead adder. how

16-bit can be constructed from 4-bit adders.

Perform the division on the 5-bit unsigned integer using

non-restoring division: 00101.

Explain the working of a floating point

Multiply the following pair of signed 2's complement using

bit-pair of the multipliers : A = 010111, B = 101100.

13. Explain how pipelining helps to speed-up the processor. Discuss the

hazards tha t have to be taken care of in a pipe-lined processor. (12)

Give the sequence of control signals to be generated to fetch a n

instruction from memory in a single-bus organization.

Or

Explain in detail the working of a micro-programmed control unit. (16)

14. (a) (i) Discuss the address translation mechanism and the different page

replacement policies used i n a virtual memory system.

A byte-addressable computer has a small data cache capable of

holding eight 32 bit words. Each cache block contains one 32-bit

word. When a given program is executed, the processor reads data

from the following sequence of hex addresses -

200, 204, 208, 200, 204, 218, The
pattern is repeated 4 times. Assuming that the cache is initially

empty, show the contents of the cache a t the end of each pass, and

compute the  h i t  ra te for a direct mapped cache.



,b) Discuss the various mapping schemes used in cache design.

Compare the schemes in terms of cost and performance.

Consider a two-level cache with access times of 5 ns, and -80 ns

respectively. If the hit rates are and 75% respectively in the

two caches, and the memory access time is what is the

average access time?

15. (a) Explain the use of vectored interrupts in processors. Why is

handling desired in interrupt controllers? How do the different

priority schemes work?

Discuss the data transfer mechanism of the bus.

Explain how data may be transferred from a hard disk to memory

using including arbitration for the bus. Assume a
synchronous bus, and draw a timing diagram showing the data

transfer.

Discuss the salient features of the USB operation.
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(Regulation 2004)

Time :Three hours Maximum :100 marks

Answer ALL questions.

PARTA-(10 x 2 = 20marks)

1. What is a bus? What are the different buses in a CPU?

2. What are the four basic types of operations that need to be supported by an

instructor set?

3. Draw the symbolic representation of the adder and give the expression for

the sum.

4. In conforming to the IEEE standard mention any four situations under which

a processor sets exception flag.

5 . What are the address-sequencing capabilities required in a control memory?

6. What is meant by super scalar processor?

7. do you understand by Hit ratio?

8. Define locality of reference? What are its types?

9. is operation? State its advantages.

10. is the necessity of an interface?



PART B- 16 = 80

11. Give the different instruction formats of a CPU in general.

Define addressing mode. Classify addressing modes and explain

each type with examples.

Write an assembly language to find the biggest number among

given three numbers.

Explain instruction set and instruction sequencing.

12. What is the disadvantage in using a ripple carry adder?

Draw the diagram of a look ahead adder and explain the carry

look ahead principle.

Give the IEEE standard double precision floating point format.

Explain the floating point rules. With a detailed flow

chart explain how floating point additionlsubtraction is performed.

13. With a neat diagram explain the basic organization of a

programmed control unit.Explain the operation of this control unit with

a typical set of micro instructions.

Explain the various design methods of control unit.

Explain the basic concepts of pipelining and comparing it with

sequential processing. Draw needed diagrams. .

14. Draw a neat sketch of memory hierarchy explain the need of

cache memory.

Explain the various mapping functions used for mapping main

memory blocks into cache memory.



Explain the virtual memory address translation and TLB with

necessary diagram.

Discuss the concept of memory interleaving and give its

advantages.

15. Discuss the general steps involved in driven data

transfer.

Explain how transfer is accomplished with a neat diagram.

Or

Write short notes on :

PCI.

Advantages of USR over older bus architectures.

. .

I
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PART A- (10 x 2 = 20 marks)

1. Amemory byte location contains the pattern 00101100. What does this pattern

represent when interpreted as a number? What does it represent as an
ASCII Code?

2. What is the information conveyed by addressing modes?

3. Draw the full adder circuit using two half adders.

4. What are the various ways of representing signed integers in the system?

5. What are the advantages and of hard wired and micro
programmed control?

6. What is data hazard in pipelining? are the solutions?

7. What is virtual memory? How is it implemented?

8. What will be the width of address and data buses for a 512 K 8 memory chip?

9. Why do we need DMA?

10. What is the difference between subroutine and interrupt service routine?



PART B- (5 x 16 = 80 marks)

11. (a) Explain how the processor is interfaced with the memory with a

neat block diagram and explain how they communicate.

What do you know about bit, bytes, nibbles and word? What are

big-endian and little-endian assignments of addresses?

Write notes on Instruction formats.

List the various addressing modes. Give a brief explanation of each

of them with an example.

12. (a) Design a 4-bit carry-look ahead adder and explain its operation

with an example.

(ii) Design a binary multiplier using sequential adder. Explain its

operation. .

Write about the CSA method of fast multiplication. Prove how it is

faster with an example.

Draw the circuit for integer division and explain. (8)

13. Explain the Instruction cycle highlighting the sub-cycles and

sequence of steps to be followed.

Draw the single bus and three bus organization of the data path

inside a processor.

(iii) Describe the organization of micro programmed control unit. (4)

Design a 4-stage instruction pipeline and show how its performance

is improved over sequential execution.

Highlight the solutions of Instruction hazards.

Describe the organization of a stack.



14. (a) Write notes on static memories.

Explain the concept of memory hierarchy.

Write notes on :

ROM Technologies.

(ii) Memory Inter leaving.

(iii) Set associative mapping of cache.

(iv) RAID Disk arrays.

15. (a) Explain how devices can be interfaced with a block diagram. (8)

How do you connect multiple devices to a processor using

interrupts? Explain with suitable diagrams.

(b) Write notes on :

DMA.

Bus Arbitration.

Printer-Processor Communication.

USB.
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Time : Three hours Maximum : 100 marks 

 
Answer ALL questions 

 
PART A — (10 × 2 = 20 marks) 

1. What is an opcode? How many bits are needed to specify 32 distinct 
operations? 
2. Write the logic equations of a binary half adder. 
3. Write the difference between Horizontal and Vertical Microinstructions. 
4. In what ways the width and height of the control memory can be reduced? 
5. 5 = AAA + ← 3 
A B × ← 4 
What hazard does the above two instructions create when executed 
concurrently? 
6. What are the disadvantages of increasing the number of stages in pipelined 
processing? 
7. What is the use of EEPROM? 
8. State the hardware needed to implement the LRU in replacement algorithm. 
9. What is distributed arbitration? 
10. How interrupt requests from multiple devices can be handled? 
 

PART B — (5 × 16 = 80 marks) 
11. (a) With examples explain the Data transfer, Logic and Program Control 
Instructions? (16) 
Or 
(b) Explain the Working of a Carry-Look Ahead adder. (16) 
12. (a) (i) Describe the control unit organization with a separate Encoder and 
Decoder functions in a hardwired control. (8) 
(ii) Generate the logic circuit for the following functions and explain. (8) 
..... .BR T .ADD T T Z 4 6 1 in 
+ + + = 
END ... ).BRN N . T .N (T .BR T .ADD T 4 5 5 7 
+ + + + = . 
Or 
(b) Write a brief note on nano programming. (16) 
13. (a) What are the hazards of conditional branches in pipelines? how it can be 



 

 

resolved? (16) 
Or 
(b) Explain the super scalar operations with a neat diagram. (16) 
14. (a) What is a mapping function? What are the ways the cache can bemapped? (16) 
Or 
(b) Explain the organization and accessing of data on a Disk. (16) 
15. (a) (i) How data transfers can be controlled using handshaking technique?(8) 
(ii) Explain the protocols of USB. (8) 
Or 
(b) How the parallel port output interface circuit works? (16) 
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Time : Three hours Maximum : 100 Marks 

Answer ALL questions 
 

PART A — (10 × 2 = 20 Marks) 
 

1. What does the term hertz refer to? 
2. How is the number 25 represented in BCD and ASCII code? 
3. What is mono phase? 
4. What are the two possible error conditions that may arise in a stack operation? 
5. How can memory access be made faster in a pipelined operation? Which 
hazards can be reduced by faster memory access? 
6. How do you calculate the execution time T of a program that has a dynamic 
instruction count N? 
7. What is memory interleaving? 
8. How is disk access time calculated? 
9. What are Priority groups? 
10. What are the operating system routines of a keyboard driver? 
 

PART B — (5 × 16 = 80 Marks) 
 

11. (a) (i) Describe the connections between the processor and memory with a 
neat structure diagram. (8) 
(ii) X=A X B + C X C (8) 
Explain how the above expression will be executed in one address,two address and 
three address processors in an accumulatororganization. 
Or 
 
 
(b) Explain in detail how Instructions are encoded. (16) 
12. (a) (i) Draw the diagram of the single Bus Organization of the datapath inside a 
processor. (8) 
(ii) Explain the above regarding execution. (8) 
Or 
(b) (i) Explain the Organization of the control unit to allow conditionalbranching in 
the microprogram. (8) 
(ii) How is a functional field microinstruction generated? Explain. (8) 
13. (a) Explain how the instruction pipeline works. What are the various 



 

 

situations where an instruction pipeline can stall? What can be itsresolution? (16) 
Or 
(b) (i) Examine the relationships between pipeline execution andaddressing modes. 
(8) 
(ii) What do you mean by out of order execution? (8) 
14. (a) Write a note on Asynchronous and Synchronous DRAMs. (16) 
Or 
(b) (i) Analyze the memory hierarchy in terms of speed, size and Cost. (8) 
(ii) Explain the Address Translation in Virtual Memory. (8) 
15. (a) Explain the following: 
(i) Memory mapped I/O (4) 
(ii) I/O Registers (4) 
(iii) Hardware Interrupts (4) 
(iv) Vectored interrupt (4) 
Or 
(b) Write a note on SCSI BUS. Explain with a neat diagram. (16) 
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Time: Three hours Maximum: 100 Marks 
 

Answer ALL Questions 
 

PART A — (10 × 2 = 20 Marks) 
 

1. Distinguish between autoincrement and autodecrement addressing mode. 
2. Compare RISC with CISC architecture. 
3. Under what situations the micro program counter is not incremented after a 
new instruction is fetched from micro program memory? 
4. What are the relative merits of horizontal and vertical microinstruction 
format? 
5. What is pipelining and what are the advantages of pipelining? 
6. List the key aspects in gaining the performance in pipelined systems. 
7. How many memory chips are needed to construct 2 M × 16 memory system 
using 512 K × 8 static memory chips? 
8. What is virtual memory and what are the benefits of virtual memory? 
9. What is meant by bus arbitration? 
10. Name and give the purpose of widely used bus standard. 
 

PART B — (5 × 16 = 80 Marks) 

 
11. (a) (i) Describe the role of system software to improve the performance of 
a computer. (8) 
(ii) Design a 4-bit adder/subtracter circuit using full adders and explain 
its function. (8) 
Or 
(b) (i) What are the special registers in a typical computer? Explain their 
purposes in detail. (8) 
(ii) Design a 4-bit fast adder and explain its function in detail. (8) 
12. (a) (i) Draw and explain the block diagram of a complete processor. (6) 
(ii) Briefly describe the design of a hardwired control unit. (10) 
Or 



 

 

(b) (i) Explain the basic organization of a microprogrammed control unit 
and the generation of control signals using microprogram. (12) 
(ii) What are the advantages and disadvantages of hardwired and 
microprogrammed control? (4) 
13. (a) (i) Describe the role of cache memory in pipelined system. (8) 
(ii) Discuss the influence of pipelining on instruction set design. (8) 
Or 
(b) What is instruction hazard? Explain the methods for dealing with theinstruction 
hazards. (16) 
14. (a) (i) What are the different secondary storage devices? Elaborate on any 
one of the devices. (8) 
(ii) Explain how the virtual address is converted into real address in apaged virtual 
memory system. (8) 
Or 
(b) (i) Explain approaches for addressing multiple-module memorysystems with 
suitable diagrams. (6) 
(ii) Briefly describe magnetic disk principles and also the organizationand accessing of 
data on a disk. (10) 
15. (a) (i) Describe the hardware mechanism for handling multiple interrupt 
requests. (8) 
(ii) What are handshaking signals? Explain the handshake control ofdata transfer 
during input and output operation. (8) 
Or 
(b) (i) What are the needs for input-output interface? Explain thefunctions of a typical 
8-bit parallel interface in detail. (10) 
(ii) Describe the USB architecture with the help of a neat diagram. (6) 


